Media
Policy
Policy for Media usage/storage and Social Media posting

1. BC Dancesport Corporation Ltd, operates a Media policy in line with the UK
government GDPR policy for data storage and usage.
2. Comments shared on social media for the solo use of the client and submitter and
are recommendations. Media submitted to the BCDC will only be used under the
conditions that it was prescribed to the BCDC and will not be shared with any third
party not commissioned or employed/consulted by the organisation.
3. We operate a no tolerance policy on racist, sexist, homophobic, or offensive content.
We reserve the right to remove content we find objectionable, for any reason, on a
case-by-case basis.
4. Clients video at their own risk and are responsible for their own well-being and
safety.
5. Do not sell or license your videos to others for a payment of any kind, without
contract of use or employment of services.
6. Anyone submitting a video to the BCDC should ensure adult/guardian permission is
sought before entry/submission.
7. Content must be of a dance/dance fitness nature and not distasteful or unsuitable
8. Communication between the BCDC Office and a submitter is strictly confidential and
is considered sensitive.
9. This policy is intended to help foster community and creative expression
10. The BC Dancesport Corporation operates from the UK and in bound by UK Law in its
storage, communication and conduct through the full process of the services in
offers.
11. Music used for video submissions stays with the individuals licensing right and the
submitter is responsible for their licensing for all media submitted to the BCDC
12. BCDC Reserves the right to remove without notice any material that is unsuitable,
abusive, offensive, infringes copyright, or may be detrimental to BCDC and/or its
clients and followers.
13. Those that post unsuitable material may be prohibited from creating further posts.
BC Dancesport Corporation Ltd also reserves the right to change these policies, at any time
and for any reason. We will post a notification on the policy page and such change will go
into effect within fifteen (15) days.
If you have questions that fall outside of the guidelines listed above, please contact us at
info@britishcompetitors.co.uk

